HypnoFertility
Certification

—Become A Certified HypnoFertility Consultant
®

Presented by Lynsi Eastburn

Thoroughly revised & updated, includes Lynsi’s never before taught Rapid Conception Technique!

Substantially increase your clientele

Millions of dollars are spent on fertility procedures each
year. Hypnosis for fertility is greatly needed and caring individuals will find very rewarding work in this field.
Become a Certified HypnoFertility® Therapist and learn
the advanced techniques that will allow you to enhance
your practice and/or create your own niche. Addressing
natural and medically assisted fertility issues, this course
is a must-have, especially for those specializing in
birthing and women’s issues.

Doctors endorse Lynsi Eastburn’s program—she receives referrals from fertility clinics and OB/GYN practices from coast to coast. Powerful, precise, it supports
the entire fertility process (natural or medically assisted)
for optimal results.

Take it above and beyond chance!

Each year millions of dollars are spent to overcome infertility. While modern medicine has improved, vast
amounts of dollars and emotion are spent in pursuit of
pregnancies that never happen. HypnoFertility® represents a safe and powerful way of increasing infertility.

Become a Certified HypnoFertility® Consultant and learn
the advanced techniques that will allow you to enhance
your practice and/or create your own niche while doing
incredibly rewarding work.

You will receive myriad materials that will increase your
success with fertility issues. This program is packed with
protocols, scripts, and studies that will enable you to work
with and support clients’ fertility/pregnancy related situations, and will also prepare you for interaction with doctors
and other medical professionals.

Course #223

Monday-Tuesday, August 10th & 11th
*Tuition: $375

Sessions Begin at 9 AM

Hypnosis is becoming one of the most sought-after approaches in fertility today. Developed by world renowned
Board Certified Hypnotherapist and Certified Instructor
Lynsi Eastburn, her unprecedented HypnoFertility® program helps women to conceive naturally and provides
hypnotic support to women undergoing IVF and other
medical procedures.

You’ll learn ...
™
™
™
™
™
™

Creating your niche—getting started
The baby is the “icing on the cake”
“Infertility” is big business
Highly motivated clients
The control connection
Hypnotic approaches

™ Harness the power of the sympathetic &
parasympathetic nervous systems
™ HypnoFertility® interview
™ First contact
™ Setting the intention
™ The fear connection
™ The love connection
™ Studies, research, literature reviews
™ Inductions
™ Powerful fertility sensitive scripts
™ Protocols for success
™ And much more!

***Recommended Reading:

It’s Conceivable! Hypnosis for Fertility by Lynsi Eastburn
3 Keys to Conception: Pregnancy Against All Odds by
Lynsi Eastburn

BONUS:

5 valuable, tried and tested scripts for pregnancy,
birth and beyond will be included with this training:
induce labor, emergency c-section,
lactation, and more..

Click here to register online

Who should attend?

“Lynsi Eastburn is, as someone once
commented in attending her training ‘a
Hypnotists interested in fascinating master’ in the field of hypnosis and hypand rewarding work, hypnotists work- nofertility. She is a pioneer in this arena
ing with women’s issues, hypnotists and an inspiration to those who aspire
looking to create their own niche, to these ideals.” —Diana Underwood

hypnotists wanting to increase their
income and enhance their practices “Lynsi was an excellent teacher. She

Testimonials

“Lynsi Eastburn is a very knowledgeable
and enthusiastic instructor. I gained valuable insight & understanding in the world
of fertility. Lynsi shared with us her indepth experience on how to deal with the
personal aspects of the often impersonal
process of fertility. I highly recommend
this course for any hypnotist working in
this field.”
—Roxanne Paolini, CH
Integrative and Wellness Medical
Center of Silicon Valley, San Jose, CA

was so down-to-earth and authentic in
her style. This course surpassed my ex—Julie Crawford
pectations.”
“Lynsi is a delightful and engaging
speaker. Her course exceeded my expectations as she demonstrated a fantastic blend of down-to-earth practical
approach and mastery as a hypnosis
instructor. —Barbara Horgan, LSW, CH
“This was a wonderful course that I took
both information & practical applications
from. Lynsi has a wonderful way about
her, automatically making one feel comfortable and at ease. The information
provided was thorough and she let us
experience several of the sessions in
the outlined program. I highly recommend this course for anyone, not just
those interested in fertility”
—Larissa King, CH, Lake Park, FL

“This is a multi-faceted program, addressing many issues surrounding fertility
(stress, anger, lack of confidence, depression, frustration, loss of control, etc.)
as well supporting life-style changes
leading toward improved health and wellbeing. How can this NOT be of benefit? I
highly recommend Lynsi’s course to all
hypnotists who are looking to expand
their knowledge and expertise throughout
this field.”
“I really loved the hypnofertility course
—Tara Economakis, Dip.AdvHyp.
with Lynsi. I cannot wait to incorporate
United Kingdom
this into my practice.” —Jessica Boylen

Take-home materials

Approximately 125 page manual including scripts, documented studies,
protocols, marketing support and more...

You’ll also receive . . .

Certification in HypnoFertility®, and will be placed on the HypnoFertility®
referral list.

Course Format

Day One: Monday
Introduction

Why you are here: what you can expect to
accomplish by completing this program
“Infertility” vs Fertility

Medical Options available
Documented studies

How to apply these techniques to create a
thriving hypnotism practice; getting started
Statistics: dollars spent in the field of
“infertility”
The rewards of hypnotism for fertility

Likely presenting issues, how to do a
fertility specific intake
What to expect

The unique role of suggestibility tests in
fertility work
A personalized series of sessions for
individual clients

Group hypnosis sessions, discussion of
induction, techniques and protocols

Day Two: Tuesday

Ways to utilize fertility specific anchors and
triggers
Group hypnosis session
Subconscious healing

Experience with and discussion of several
fertility focused scripts
How to connect point of reference to
fertility—it is possible

Tapping powerfully into the subconscious
mind—protocol discussion and experience
Hypnotic journey for groups, individuals,
CDs and recordings
Subconscious purge applications

NEW: Lynsi’s Rapid Conception Technique
Marketing that works
Q&A

Lynsi Eastburn is a registered psychotherapist, NGH Board Certified Hypnotherapist and

Certified Instructor. She is the creator of HypnoFertility®—a program based on clinical experience gleaned from tens of thousands of hours in her Colorado private practice and NGH training school (which she runs with her husband, Drake)—and she has taught her methods
internationally. Lynsi is the author of two world-renown books in her field, has received multiple awards for her groundbreaking work, and has been featured nationally on Lifetime Television Network, ABC and CBS News, and on national and international television and radio
programs including Toronto’s Breakfast Television, Canada’s @Home Morning Show, and
KOSI After Dark. Print media interviews include the Denver Post, Rocky Mountain News, Conceive Magazine and
many others. Lynsi’s clientele is globally-based and includes CEOs, attorneys, authors, medical doctors, therapists, musicians, nurses, celebrities, etc. Lynsi and Drake were featured on the cover of The Journal of Hypnotism® in 2009.

Click here to register online

